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Abstract: Glaciers are a main source of water during summer in Himalayan areas. Corresponding to the historical studies, glacier is directly affected by climate change. It is important to identify change in snow cover area (Glacier area) to identify change in glacier. Remote sensing and GIS technology are used to monitor Snow covered area. This paper focuses on Sentinel-2B data of trisul glacier which is a part of Indian Himalayas to identify glacier. These multispectral images were extracted from USGS Earth Explorer. The sentinel-2B data are processed using Semi automated Classification Plugin (SCP) of QGIS tool. Snow covered area is identified by using two automated methods: Normalized Difference Snow Index (NDSI) and Band Ratio. For NDSI reflectance of visible, shortwave band is used. For Band Ratio reflectance of near infrared, shortwave infrared band is used. It is challenging to detect snow covered area from the satellite as snow covered area and cloud area have same white colour i.e. same reflectance. In this paper, represents experiments on two methods for snow area extraction on satellite images.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A term geospatial achieve more popularity in a recent time and it defines collective data, related method, also. Geospatial data play a key role in analyzing and visualizing spatial data. The important challenge nowadays is to understand, to handle and to model the data if there are too many or too few of them. Significant problems arise while dealing with large databases or a long period of observation [1]. Information retrieval methods and algorithms used remote sensing to analyze geospatial data which is a part of geospatial analysis [2].

Remote sensing is an important part of geospatial technology that is used for environmental impact assessment process. Geospatial tools is used in many applications like air, water, land, etc., resource monitoring, and change detection. A change in climate is a main reason of natural disasters which is observed by using geospatial data. Out of many phenomena, glaciers are directly affected by climate change. Glaciers are one amongst the foremost landforms that represent the frozen sort of water on earth. Glacier out line are vital for various application inside glaciology. This contains glacier area change analysis [3], [4], [5], determining glacier velocity [6], [7], [8], volume modification estimations [9] and input and validation information in glacier modeling [10], [11].

Glacier studies are concerned with glacier mass which affect change in space and time. Due to rough piece of land and harsh weather in mountain range, a continuous field measurement across number of glacier is challenging. To solve this problem, remote sensing based methods to observe glacier evolution is being widely used. Remote sensing methods are recognized as to be valuable for glacier study. The existing satellite sensors are increasing and their spatial, radiometric and temporal resolutions are improved observation of Glacier (snow covered area) using remote sensing datasets like [12]. Normalized Difference Snow Index (NDSI) and Band Ratio this two automated methods has been used to identify snow covered area.

II. RELATED WORK

Till date, many methods are adopted for glacier detection such as NDSI and band Ratio. It is used to analyze visual content in snow processes. The standard technique to estimate environmental snow is to physically observe the snow cover. It is monitor with in a network of ground based meteorological stations. Snow literature delivers particular information about seasonal snow cover. Although, the spatial scale of this data is insufficient. In 19th and 20th centuries, Snow Water Equivalent (SWE) and Snow-Covered Area (SCA) were keen about field assessment [14]. In 20th century, the complete global scales measured effectively by SCA and SWE. It uses images of active and passive satellites [15].

Haq et.al [16] is proposed a study on glacier monitoring using satellite images. In this paper, multispectral Landsat images taken as a source images and generate output images. The results of glacier mass balance were attained using Accumulation Area Ratio (AAR) and Band ratio method. The research work has shown an overall reduction in glacier area during the study period. Overall, this paper discusses in context of decrease in glaciers amount in a particular study period. kulkarni et.al [13] has suggested their research work related to monitoring snow cover by spectral reflectance to develop Normalized Difference Snow Index (NDSI). This proposed idea is based on the low reflectance in the SWIR region and high reflectance of snow in specific visible region.

In development of NDSI and Band Ratio method reflectance value is used. The study is focused on snow covered area identification.
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III. STUDY AREA

The area used for this study is located in Bageshwar, Uttarakhand, India bounded between 30°18′46 N and 79°46′38′E. Trisul is a mountain area with a group of glaciers. The prominence of Trisul glacier is 1616 m long and elevation of Trisul is 7120 m. The location of research area is shown in above Fig 1.

IV. METHODOLOGY

The main use is to detect the snow from the neighboring land with the help of band ratio and normalized difference snow index. Then for accurate glacier classification, threshold value is chosen.

A. Software Used

To detect a snow accurately from the image Quantum Geographic Systems (QGIS) is mostly used. It is a free and open source tool that supports analysis and processing of geospatial information, and visualization. This kind of GIS gives user the flexibility of using different layers above each other. The QGIS 2.18.23 version is used in this paper for experimental simulations.

B. Data Required

In this paper, operations are evaluated on standard dataset ‘sentinel-2B’. The satellite images are available from https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov website which is freely available. The experiments are first listed and evaluated in QGIS using NDSI and Band Ratio. During experiment different bands of satellite image was used. The detail of bands is mentioned in Table 1.

Table I: Specification of images used in study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>Spectral Bands</th>
<th>Spectral Result</th>
<th>Swath Width (km)</th>
<th>Date of acquisition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MSI (Multispectral Image)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 4 – Red</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td>23 November 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 8 – NIR</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>106</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 11 – SWIR</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. EXPERIMENT

To find glacier using NDSI and Band Ratio following satellite Sentinel band 4, band 8 and band 11 images are used to get output.

These three images of band 4, band 8 and band 11 are added into raster layer of QGIS. After that using raster calculator NDSI and Band Ratio is calculated.
A. Normalized Differential Snow Index (NDSI)

In mountain area, snow mapping is difficult because of cloud cover and shadows. This problem can be solved not fully but partially using Normalized Differential Snow Index (NDSI). Snow of NDSI is reflective in visible part more and absorptive in shortwave infrared. In normalization all values are between -1 and 1. NDSI was calculated using following formula:

\[
\text{NDSI} = \frac{\text{Reflectance of GREEN} - \text{Reflectance of SWIR}}{\text{Reflectance of GREEN} + \text{Reflectance of SWIR}}
\]

Area of snow/ice cover area is highlighted using GREEN and SWIR band which is applied in NDSI. In the below image indicates area of snow/ice cover as positive value. White area indicates snow/ice cover area. QGIS is used for applying above formula with threshold value to classify snow area.

From this raster histogram analysis, could considered that calculation is done correctly due to the pixels values lies between -1 and 1. In these histogram strong negative pixels values of NDSI indicate cloud free pixels. The range of cloud value pixels are between -0.1 and +0.2 range. Under 0.20 pixels value are ‘non snow’ pixels as considered and high pixels are considered as snow pixels.

B. Band Ratio

Using remote sensing methods mapping area of snow covered is a challenging task. The reason for that is a glacier surface has a same reflectance as cloudy area into visible to near infrared area. Subsequently, at some point NDSI is not utilized consummately for snow mapping. Thus, for glacier mapping another method was produced that is band ratio. It is a semi-automated techniques used in glacier study. The two groups of bands are used Near Infrared (NIR) and Short Wave Infrared (SWIR). These two bands discriminate snow/ice surface accurately in a shadow area [18]. The interpretation of image is done effortlessly by using near infrared and visible band data that is main advantage of these two bands [19]. Following formula is used to estimate band ratio for snow/ice cover area highlighting.

\[
\text{Band Ratio} = \frac{\text{NIR}}{\text{SWIR}}
\]

\[
\text{Band Ratio} = \frac{\text{Band 8}}{\text{Band 11}}
\]
VI. CONCLUSION

The research work demonstrates that sentinel data are useful in extracting snow cover area because of its resolution and spatial quality. In comparison with visible band and near infrared band, snow is more reflected in infrared band. Thus, in this paper two methods are computed that includes NDSI and Band ratio. This is used to compute snow mask from image. This threshold of both methods is helpful to get accurate snow cover area with less shadow effect in image. Finally we summarize that both methods NDSI and Band ratio provides as an aid to the analysis of snow from image.
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